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(57) ABSTRACT 

Currents of sine waveforms can be fed through coils by a 
relatively Small-sized circuit, and thereby, highly dense 
magnetic Storage can be realized with less rotation variations 
and a driving control circuit of a motor rotating at a low 
noise level can be provided. A coil of one phase of a 
three-phase brushless motor is driven with full amplitude at 
which an applied Voltage becomes equal to a Source Voltage, 
and a coil of one of other phases is driven with gradually 
changing Voltages So that a current of Sine waveform is 
delivered, and a coil of the remaining phase is driven by 
feedback control So that a total current flowing through all 
coils becomes a predetermined current value. 
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FIG. 1 
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FIG. 8(A) 
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FIG. 9 
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FIG 10 
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MAGNETIC DISK STORAGE APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates to technology for 
driving-control of a brushless motor, and more particularly 
to technology effectively applied to the formation of rotation 
drive current waveforms of the motor. The present invention 
relates to technology effectively applied to a driving control 
apparatus of a Spindle motor for rotationally driving disk 
type Storage media as in, e.g., a hard disk drive. 
0002. A hard disk drive is demanded to have the ability 
to read and write information from and to magnetic disk as 
fast as possible, that is, the ability to make acceSS at high 
Speed. To achieve this, it is important to Speed up disk 
rotation. Conventionally, a brushless DC multi-phase motor 
called a spindle motor has been generally used to rotate 
magnetic disk in a hard disk drive. The magnetic disk is fast 
rotated by the Spindle motor and a magnetic head for read 
and writing is brought near to the Surface of the rotating 
magnetic disk to write or read information while moving in 
a radius direction thereof. 

0003. In rotation driving control of a conventional 
Spindle motor, a rotor has been rotated by Supplying coils of 
individual phases with Square-wave pulse currents as shown 
in FIG. 15 that are out of phase with one another, by a 
driving circuit. FIG. 15 shows the waveform of current fed 
through one of three phases, currents having waveforms that 
are 120 degrees out of phase with one another are fed 
through other two phases. Such a rotation driving method 
based on Square-wave pulse currents has the advantage of 
easy current formation but also the disadvantage of causing 
rotation variations and noise due to torque ripple. It is known 
that a brushleSS motor can be rotated without causing 
rotation variations and noise by using drive current wave 
forms of Sine waveforms. Accordingly, an invention is 
proposed which Smoothly rotates a rotor by feeding pulse 
currents of Sine waveforms through coils of individual 
phases (Japanese Published Unexamined Patent Application 
No. Hei 9(1997)-37584). 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0004. However, in the above described technology, plural 
units of waveform information of one cycle of current 
waveforms to be formed are stored in ROM (read only 
memory), depending on the load on the motor, and when a 
user Selectively Specifies one of them, the Specified wave 
form information is read out to control coil drive currents, 
whereby currents of desired Sine waveforms are outputted. 
AS a result, the amount of hardware increases, and even if 
the load on the motor changes, Since the duty of basic clock 
to form coil drive waveforms remains constant, phase 
Switching of output currents cannot be Smoothly performed 
in response to an increase or decrease in the output currents. 
This fact has been revealed by the present inventors. 
0005. An object of the present invention is to provide a 
magnetic disk unit that can feed currents of Sine waveforms 
through coils by a relatively Small-sized circuit, and thereby, 
enables highly dense magnetic Storage with less rotation 
variations and has a spindle motor rotating at a low noise 
level. 

0006 Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a magnetic disk unit that can Smoothly change output 
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currents in response to changes in the load on a motor, and 
thereby, enables highly dense magnetic Storage with less 
rotation variations and has a Spindle motor rotating at a low 
noise level. 

0007. The above described objects and other objects and 
characteristics of the present invention will become apparent 
from the description of this specification and the accompa 
nying drawings. 

0008 Typical ones of intentions disclosed by the present 
patent application will be briefly described below. 
0009. A magnetic disk storage apparatus of this invention 
comprises: a first motor for rotating magnetic disk, a mag 
netic head for reading information from recording tracks on 
the magnetic disk, and a first motor driving control circuit 
for controlling drive currents of the first motor, wherein the 
first motor is a multi-phase brushless motor in which the 
potential of a center tap of the multi-phase brushleSS motor 
is made to be floating, and a driving control circuit of the 
first motor performs driving by feedback control so that a 
coil of one of the phases is driven with a full amplitude at 
which an applied Voltage becomes equal to a Source Voltage, 
a coil of a Second phase is driven with gradually changing 
Voltages So that a current of Sine waveform is delivered, and 
a third coil is controlled So that a total current flowing 
through all coils becomes a predetermined current value. 
0010. According to the above described means, motor 
coils can be driven according to Sine waveforms without 
causing power loSS, whereby disk rotation variations are 
reduced, highly dense magnetic Storage is enabled, and the 
motor can rotate at a low noise level. 

0011 Preferably, the first motor driving control circuit is 
provided with an arithmetic circuit that produces by prede 
termined operations a Signal driven with gradually changing 
Voltages So that a current of Sine waveform is delivered. 
Accordingly, in comparison with the method of holding all 
data corresponding to Sine waveforms in memory, a circuit 
Scale can be made Smaller and the magnetic disk Storage 
apparatus can be miniaturized. 
0012 Moreover, the first motor driving control circuit is 
constructed to produce as a PWM signal a signal driven with 
gradually changing Voltages So that a current of Sine wave 
form is delivered. A driving method based on the PWM 
Signal enables less power loSS than a driving method based 
on linearly changing currents. 
0013 The first motor driving control circuit is con 
structed to produce as a PWM signal a signal driven with the 
feedback control. Use of the PWM signal can reduce power 
loSS and enables Still less rotation variations because it can 
be driven with currents corresponding to changing loads. 
0014) Moreover, coil currents fed through coils of indi 
vidual phases by the first motor driving control circuit are 
formed to have phases that are an predetermined electrical 
angle corresponding to coil inductance and internal resis 
tance ahead of the phases of back electromotive forces 
induced in the coils. Accordingly, the motor can be rotated 
with the greatest driving torque. 

0015 Moreover, the first motor driving control circuit 
drives coils of individual phases So that phase Switching 
timing is off Zero-croSS points of the back electromotive 
forces. Thereby, in the case where phase Switching control 
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is performed by detecting Zero-croSS points of back electro 
motive forces, the detection of incorrect Zero-croSS points 
due to noise generated in the coils during phase Switching 
can be prevented, So that highly accurate rotation control can 
be performed. 

0016. The first motor driving control circuit produces 
Signals driven with gradually changing Voltages by identical 
operations even if phases driven by the Signals are different 
from each other So that currents of Sine waveforms are 
delivered. By producing drive control Signals of all phases 
by identical operations, circuit configuration and arithmetic 
programs can be simplified. 

0017 Moreover, in a magnetic disk storage apparatus 
comprising the first motor driving control circuit and a 
controller controlling the first motor driving control circuit, 
the first motor driving control circuit is constructed to 
perform control so that the total of currents fed through the 
coils of the phases matches a current indication value 
Supplied from the controller, and a current indication value 
correcting circuit is provided which corrects the current 
indication value, taking into account fluctuations of the total 
current produced by the currents fed through the coils of the 
phases being changed according to Sine waveforms. Accord 
ingly, reaction of the control System to ripples of coil current 
resulting from driving the motor with a Sine waveform can 
be weakened, with the result that torque ripples can be 
reduced and rotation variations can be further lessened. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.018 FIG. 1 shows a driving circuit in a three-phase 
brushless motor to which the present invention is effectively 
applied, and an equivalent circuit of the motor; 

0.019 FIG. 2 illustrates vector representation of applied 
Voltage Vinput, coil voltage Vcoil, and back electromotive 
force B-EMF; 

0020 FIG. 3 is a diagram showing a phase relationship 
among back electromotive force B-EMF developed in coils 
Lm(U), Lim(V), and Lim(W) in the equivalent circuit of FIG. 
1, coil Voltage Vcoil applied acroSS the coils, and applied 
voltage Vinput by the coil drive voltage sources Vinput(U), 
Vinput (V), and Vinput(W); 
0021 FIG. 4 is a diagram showing an example of drive 
waveforms applied to individual phases of a three-phase 
brushless motor by a motor driving control circuit to which 
the present invention is applied; 

0022 FIG. 5 is a timing diagram showing a mutual 
relationship of driving modes of coils of individual phases of 
a three-phase motor and a Switching timing, 

0023 FIG. 6 is a timing diagram enlarging a range from 
90 to 270 degrees of FIG. 5 to show a mutual relationship 
of driving modes of coils of individual phases, a Switching 
timing, and duty changes of SP phase; 

0024 FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing one embodi 
ment of a driving control circuit of a three-phase brushleSS 
motor to which the present invention is applied; 
0.025 FIG. 8 is a pattern diagram showing duty produc 
tion patterns of SP phase in the motor driving control circuit 
of the embodiment of FIG. 7; 
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0026 FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing an example of the 
procedure for producing the duty of SP phase according to 
the patterns of FIG.8; 
0027 FIG. 10 is a diagram for explaining changes of the 
duty of SP phase produced according to the procedure of 
FIG. 9; 
0028 FIG. 11 is a diagram showing waveforms of a 
PWM signal supplied to an output transistor driving a coil of 
SP phase produced according to the procedure of FIG. 9; 
0029 FIG. 12 is a block diagram showing major parts of 
a Second embodiment of a three-phase brushleSS motor 
driving control circuit to which the present invention is 
applied; 
0030 FIG. 13 is a timing diagram showing a relationship 
between a current indication value and current fluctuations 
developing when the motor coils are driven with Sine 
waveforms, in the Second embodiment of the three-phase 
brushleSS motor driving control circuit to which the present 
invention is applied; 
0031 FIG. 14 is a block diagram showing a configura 
tion of a hard disk drive as one example of a System 
employing the motor driving control circuit to which the 
present invention is applied; and 
0032 FIG. 15 is a diagram showing an example of a 
drive waveform applied to coils of individual phases by a 
driving control circuit of a conventional three-phase brush 
leSS motor. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0033 Hereinafter, preferred embodiments of the present 
invention will be described with reference to the accompa 
nying drawings. 
0034. Before describing specific embodiments of the 
present invention, a driving principle of motor coils of the 
present invention will be described using FIGS. 1 to 3. FIG. 
1 shows a driving circuit in a three-phase brushleSS motor 
and an equivalent circuit of the motor. In FIG. 1, Lim(U), 
Lm(V), and Lim(W) respectively denote stator coils of three 
phases U, V, and W phases of a motor MT. Rm(U), Rm(V), 
and Rm(W) respectively denote internal resistances of phase 
coils Lim(U), Lm(V), and Lim(W). B-emf(U), B-emf(V), and 
B-emf(W) respectively denote back electromotive forces of 
the phase coils Lim(U), Lim(V), and Lim(W). Ron(U), 
Ron(V), and Ron(W) respectively denote on resistances of 
output transistors making up a phase current output circuit 
that feeds currents through the coils Lim(U), Lim(V), and 
Lm(W). Vinput(U), Vinput(V), and Vinput(W) respectively 
denote drive Voltage Sources applied to the coils. 
0035 FIG. 3 shows a phase relationship among wave 
forms of back electromotive forces B-EMF developed in the 
coils Lim(U), Lm(V), and Lim(W) in the equivalent circuit of 
FIG. 1, coil voltage V.coil applied across the coils, and 
applied Voltage Vinput by the coil drive Voltage Sources 
Vinput(U), Vinput(V), and Vinput.(W). When AC drive 
currents with the same phase as the back electromotive 
forces B-EMF are fed through the coils, the greatest torque 
is obtained. 

0036) However, even if drive voltages with the same 
phase as the back electromotive forces B-EMF are applied 
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to the coils, a phase lag occurs in currents Icoil actually 
flowing through the coils because of internal resistance of 
the coils. Accordingly, as shown in FIG. 3, it is desirable 
that coil Voltage Vcoil of each phase is applied So that its 
phase is A0 coil ahead of that of the back electromotive 
forces B-EMF developed in the coils Lim(U), Lm(V), and 
Lm(W), to match the phase of coil current Icoil to that of the 
back electromotive forces B-EMF. Since voltages Vinput 
applied by the drive voltage sources Vinput(U), Vinput(V), 
and Vinput(W) from outside the coils are also out of phase 
with the coil Voltages Vcoil of the individual phases, phase 
differences must be considered to decide the phases of the 
drive voltage sources Vinput(U), Vinput (V), and Vinput (W). 
0037. A phase lead amount A0coil of the coil voltage 
Vcoil with respect to the phase of the back electromotive 
forces B-EMF is represented by the following expression 
(1). 

EMF):Lm/(Ron+Rm)} (1) 
0.038 A0coil varies in value, depending on a motor used. 
In the expression (1), Lim denotes coil inductance and 
fB-EMF denotes the frequency of the back electromotive 
force B-EMF, that is, a required number of revolutions of a 
motor. 

0.039 Next, assuming that a difference between the phase 
of the back electromotive forces B-EMF of the coils and the 
phase of the drive voltage sources Vinput(U), Vinput(V), 
and Vinput.(W) is A0, the above described applied Voltage 
Vinput is given as a Synthetic vector of the coil voltage Vcoil 
and the back electromotive forces B-EMF that are repre 
sented by vector, as shown in FIG. 2. Hence, if inductance 
Lm and internal resistance Rim of the coils are determined 
from the motor used, a phase difference AOcoil can be 
derived from the expression (1) and A0 can be obtained from 
a vector diagram of FIG. 2. Accordingly, if drive waveforms 
are formed by Setting the phases of the drive Voltage Sources 
Vinput(U), Vinput (V), and Vinput(W) to be A0 ahead of that 
of the back electromotive forces B-EMF, the greatest torque 
can be obtained. The phase of the back electromotive forces 
B-EMF developed in the coils can be obtained by detecting 
a Zero-croSS point of the back electromotive forces. 
0040. In a motor driving circuit of an embodiment 
described below, an output transistor is controlled So that 
drive Voltage waveforms of the phase relationship as 
described above are applied to coils. Moreover, the output 
transistor is controlled by a PWM (pulse width modulation) 
System. In other words, a gate terminal of the output 
transistor is controlled by a PWM-controlled signal (pulse), 
whereby drive voltage waveforms of the above described 
phase relationship are applied to the coils. 
0041 AS described previously, drive voltage waveforms 
applied to the coils are desirably Sine waveforms and their 
phases desirably have a timing as shown in FIG. 2. How 
ever, even if the coils are driven So as to Satisfy the above 
condition, when the drive voltage waveforms shown in FIG. 
3C are formed, if potential VCT of center tap CT, which is 
a common connection terminal of coils of three phases, is 
kept constant and sine waveforms with the potential VCT as 
a center potential are formed and applied to the coils, power 
loss will occur in a portion hatched in FIG. 3C. 
0042. Accordingly, to reduce the power loss, we thought 
that a potential VCT of the center tap CT is set to be not fixed 
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but floating So that a coil drive Voltage around a portion in 
which a drive waveform of each phase Swings to its maxi 
mum amplitude is forcibly Set to a Source Voltage Vcc or 
ground potential GND (=OV). FIG. 4A shows a waveform 
produced when a coil drive Voltage around a portion in 
which a drive waveform of each phase Swings to its maxi 
mum amplitude is forcibly set to the source voltage GND 
(=OV). FIG. 4B shows a waveform produced when a coil 
drive Voltage around a portion in which a drive waveform of 
each phase Swings to its maximum amplitude is forcibly Set 
to the Source Voltage Vcc. 

0043. It will be understood from FIG. 4 that the case (A) 
of FIG. 4 eliminates power loss at a lower hatched portion 
in FIG. 2C and the case of (B) eliminates power loss at an 
upper hatched portion in FIG. 2C. Accordingly, by using the 
drive waveforms of FIG. 4A or FIG. 4B, higher power 
efficiency can be obtained than the case where a potential 
VCT of the center tap CT is fixed to drive the coils with sine 
waveforms as shown in FIG.3C. In FIGS. 4A and 4B, it is 
because a potential VCT of the center tap CT floats that 
waveforms at portions not set to Vcc or GND appear to be 
not sine waveforms. Use of the potential VCT of the center 
tap CT as reference, that is, differences between-the poten 
tial VCT of the center tap CT and the potential of individual 
waveforms tell that the drive waveforms change according 
to Sine waveforms. 

0044) In this embodiment, the above described driving 
system is further advanced to the system of using waveforms 
as shown in FIG. 4C for driving. Employing this system 
contributes to Simplification of hardware configuration. 
Waveforms of FIG. 4C are formed by combining wave 
forms cut from portions from 0 to 37.5 degrees, 97.5 to 
157.5 degrees, 217.5 to 277.5 degrees, and 337.5 to 360 
degrees from FIG. 4A and portions of 37.5 to 97.5 degrees, 
157.5 to 217.5 degrees, and 277.5 to 337.5 degrees from 
FIG. 4B. 

0045 Cutting is not performed in units of 60 degrees 
such as 0 to 60 degrees, 60 to 120 degrees, 120 to 180 
degrees, and 180 to 240 degrees, and so forth. This is 
because, as seen from FIG. 1, 60, 120, 180, 240, and 300 
degrees are respectively Zero-croSS points of back electro 
motive force, and in this embodiment, as described later, 
Since Zero-croSS points of back electromotive force of the 
coils are detected to perform driving control, Switching of 
currents of individual phases at Such positions causes noise 
to occur in back electromotive force, disabling correct 
detection of Zero-creSS positions. 

0046) Next, a description will be made of a specific 
method of forming the drive waveforms as shown in FIG. 
4. In FIG. 4C, the symbols “SP”, “PWM”, and “F” provided 
in the vicinity of a waveform of each phase indicate the type 
of a method of forming each waveform. A different symbol 
indicates a different formation method. Hereinafter, a 
method of forming each waveform will be described in 
order. 

0047 First, a waveform marked with the symbol “F” is 
formed by forcibly driving an output transistor into a full 
amplitude level. Specifically, the output transistor driving a 
coil of a phase corresponding to a waveform marked with 
the symbol “F” is applied with a control signal of high level 
to its gate terminal continuously for a required time (corre 
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sponding to the length of the F waveform), thereby applying 
Vcc (e.g., 12V) or GND (OV) to a driving terminal of the 
coil. 

0048 Next, a waveform marked with the symbol “SP” is 
produced by operations in an arithmetic circuit and formed 
by the output transistor being driven by a PWM-controlled 
signal. As shown in FIG. 4, waveforms marked with “SP” 
exist two for each of a right upward direction and a right 
downward direction in a range of an electrical angle 60 
degrees cut as described previously, and are of identical 
shape or vertically Symmetric shape. Therefore, they are 
produced by only two arithmetic expressions. If only wave 
forms of a right upward direction and a right downward 
direction are formed by operations, other waveforms or part 
of waveforms can be formed by feedback control based on 
current detection or full amplitude driving of the output 
transistor. 

0049. Thereby, in comparison with the conventional sys 
tem of forming waveforms throughout 360 degrees accord 
ing to ROM data, the system of this embodiment forms 
waveforms more easily and reduces the amount of hardware. 
A Specific example of an operation method by an arithmetic 
circuit will be described in detail later; for waveforms 
marked with the symbol “SP”, PWM signals are formed 
which turn the output register on or off by 16 or 32 pulses 
within a range of an electrical angle 60 degrees. Specifically, 
pulse width is controlled to become gradually wider for right 
upward portions and gradually narrower for right downward 
portions. 

0050 FIG. 5B shows by which of “F”, “PWM”, and 
“SP methods output transistors driving coils of three phases 
U, V, and W in which back electromotive force B-EMF 
changes as indicated by (A) form waveforms at a proper 
timing. In the drawing, “upper arm' denotes a transistor of 
the power Voltage Vcc side of an output transistor of a 
corresponding phase, and “lower arm' denotes an output 
transistor of the GND side. Abox that is described across the 
boundary between “upper arm” and “lower arm” and 
marked with the symbol “D' denotes that both an output 
transistor of the Vcc side and an output transistor of the 
GND side are turned off. The reason that periods are thus 
provided in which both an output transistor of the Vcc side 
and an output transistor of the GND side are turned off is to 
eliminate influence of drive Voltages applied to coils when 
Zero-croSS points of back electromotive forces are detected, 
in order that only the back electromotive forces are observed 
to detect the Zero-croSS points. 
0051 FIG. 6A is an enlarged view of duty changes of 
pulses of a signal for driving an output transistor of PWM 
phase Subjected to feedback control based on current detec 
tion in a portion of 90 to 270 degrees of FIG. 5 showing 
waveforms in a range from 0 to 360 degrees and duty 
changes of pulses of a signal for driving an output transistor 
of SP phase controlled by operations in an arithmetic circuit. 
The duty control applies to not all cases and phases are 
automatically adjusted as shown by the arrow Aaccording to 
the magnitude of output current. The phase adjustment is 
made based on coil current values detected in the range of 
the first preceding 60 degrees. FIG. 6B is an enlarged view 
of a portion from 90 to 270 degrees of FIG. 5B showing the 
timings of waveform forming methods in the range from 0 
to 360 degrees. 
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0.052 Next, a waveform marked with “PWM” is formed 
based on a current detection and current comparison func 
tion of a motor driving control circuit of the embodiment. 
Specifically, the motor driving control circuit of the embodi 
ment is provided with a current detection resistor RNF 
provided So that the Sum of currents flowing through three 
coils Lu, LV, and LW flows to detect a total of them, and a 
current detection differential amplifier that detects a poten 
tial difference across the current detection resistor RNF to 
detect the magnitude of current. To control an output current, 
a PWM signal is produced which detects a difference 
between a coil current value detected by the current detec 
tion differential amplifier and a current indication value 
supplied from a controller (CPU) (not shown) and drives the 
output transistorS So that the difference is 0. 
0053 For example, when a detected current is smaller 
than the current indication value, the duty of the PWM 
Signal is increased to allow more current to flow through the 
coils, while, when the detected current is larger than the 
current indication value, the duty of the PWM signal is 
reduced to decrease current flowing through the coils. By 
repeating this operation, a waveform marked with the Sym 
bol “PWM” is formed. Duty control of the PWM signal is 
performed based on the magnitude of output current 
detected in the preceding cycle. Thereby, the phase of duty 
control of the PWM signal, that is, the phase of sawtooth 
waveform of FIG. 6A is automatically adjusted according to 
an output current detected in the preceding cycle. 
0054 Furthermore, in this embodiment, waveforms in 
the range of electrical angle 60 degrees are formed by, e.g., 
16 PWM pulses. In other words, the output transistors are 
turned on and off 16 times by 16 pulses formed when a rotor 
rotates by an electrical angle of 60 degrees, and the respec 
tive widths of the 16 pulses are changed according to the 
detected current value, whereby waveforms marked with the 
symbol “PWM are formed. Since such drive pulse feed 
back control based on current detection has been performed 
by a motor driving control circuit of the conventional PWM 
control System as well, a drive waveform applied to any one 
coil of three phases by the same circuits and procedure as 
conventional ones. 

0055 FIG. 7 shows an embodiment of the present inven 
tion effectively applied to a driving control circuit of a 
Spindle motor used in a hard disk Storage apparatus. The 
whole circuit shown in FIG. 7 is formed on one semicon 
ductor Substrate Such as a single-crystal Silicon, except coils 
Lu, LV, and Lw of the motor. 
0056. In FIG. 7, the reference numeral 11 designates a 
current output circuit Successively feeding current to the 
coils Lu, LV, and LW of a three-phase brushleSS motor; 12, 
an output current control circuit that produces a PWM signal 
for controlling an output current and Supplies it to the current 
output circuit 11; RNF, a current detection resistor connected 
to the current output circuit 11 So that the Sum of currents 
flowing through the three coils Lu, LV, and LW flows to 
detect a total of them; 13, a current detection differential 
amplifier that detects a potential difference across the current 
detection resistor RNF to detect the magnitude of current; 
and 14, an AD conversion circuit that performs AD conver 
Sion for an output Voltage of the current detection differential 
amplifier to produce a digital Signal. 
0057 Reference numeral 15 designates a back electro 
motive force detecting circuit that detects back electromo 
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tive forces of the coils Lu, LV, and LW developing in output 
terminals u, V, and W of the current output circuit 11, and 
center tap CT to output a Signal indicating a Zero-croSS point; 
16, a phase difference detecting circuit that detects a phase 
difference between a signal indicating a Zero-croSS point of 
back electromotive force outputted from the back electro 
motive force detecting circuit 15 and a Signal indicating a 
Zero-point of an output current outputted from the output 
current control circuit 12; 17, a loop filter that performs 
phase compensation of a main line; and 18, an oscillation 
circuit that oscillates at a frequency (about 100 kHz) corre 
sponding to a value (digital code) of the loop filter 17. An 
output of the OScillation circuit 18 is used as a reference 
clock for producing the PWM signal in the output current 
control circuit 12. 

0.058 PLL (phase locked loop) is formed by a feedback 
route established by the phase difference detecting circuit 
16, loop filter 17, oscillation circuit 18, output current 
control circuit 12, and phase difference detecting circuit 16 
back from the output current control circuit 12. The PLL 
controls oscillation operation of the OScillation circuit 18 So 
that the phase of a signal indicating a Zero-croSS point of 
back electromotive force outputted from the back electro 
motive force detecting circuit 15 matches the phase of a 
Signal outputted from the output current control circuit 12, 
thereby locking the frequencies of Voltage waveforms (1 to 
2 kHz) applied to the coils. 

0059 Reference numeral 19 designates an AD conver 
Sion circuit that performs AD conversion for a back elec 
tromotive force outputted from the back electromotive force 
detecting circuit; 20, a conduction Start control circuit that 
decides a conduction start phase, based on a back electro 
motive force induced in a nonconduction phase and detected 
by the back electromotive force detecting circuit 15 when a 
short pulse to which the rotor does not respond is fed from 
one phase to another by the current output circuit 11, based 
on an output of the AD conversion circuit 19 when the motor 
is Standing, 21, a Serial port that sends and receives data to 
and from a microcomputer (CPU) (not shown). 

0060. The serial port 21 receives a serial clock SCLK 
supplied from the CPU, a current indication value of a 
Spindle motor, and information about an operation mode, 
and produces control Signals inside the driving control 
circuit, based on received mode information. 

0061 Reference numeral 22 designates a sequencer that 
controls the whole of circuits shown in FIG. 7, 23, an 
arithmetic circuit that produces a duty control Signal for 
forming drive waveforms of SP phase; 24, a current differ 
ence detecting circuit that detects a difference between a coil 
current value detected by the current detection differential 
amplifier 13 and a current indication value Supplied via the 
serial port 21 from the CPU; and 25, a filter that produces a 
value corresponding to a current difference detected based 
on an output of the current difference detecting circuit 24 
while making phase compensation. Current difference infor 
mation outputted from the filter 25 and waveform informa 
tion produced in the arithmetic circuit 23 are Supplied to the 
output current control circuit 12, where a PWM signal is 
produced to drive the output transistors and Supplied to the 
current output circuit 11 to control output currents to be fed 
to the coils. 
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0062 Output current Iout is represented by 
out-(VccxDuty)-Benf/RL 

0063 where Duty is the duty (ratio of pulse width to one 
cycle) of PWM signal, Bemf is coil back electromotive 
force, and RL is coil resistance. Accordingly, changes of 
PWM signal cause coil output current Iout to be controlled 
according to the above expression. 
0064. Next, a more specific method of producing wave 
forms (hereinafter referred to as waveforms of SP phase) 
marked with the symbol SP in FIG. 4C will be described 
using FIG.8. 
0065. First, a description is made of the case where coil 
back electromotive force B-EMF and coil voltage Vcoil are 
not out of phase with each other. Suppose that an output 
current and a current indication value from the CPU match 
and the duty of a control Signal for producing waveforms 
(hereinafter referred to as waveforms of PWM phase) 
marked with the symbol PWM in FIG. 4C is constant (e.g., 
70%). FIGS. 8A and 8B show a relationship between back 
electromotive force B-EMF in that case and the duty of a 
control signal for producing waveforms of SP phase. FIG. 
8A shows the duty of PWM phase at the left scale and the 
duty of SP phase in a direction opposite to PWM phase at the 
right Scale, representing changes in PWM phase duty (con 
Stant) and SP phase duty, correspondingly to the respective 
Scales. 

0066. In FIG. 8, in an electrical angle of 90 degrees, the 
back electromotive force of U phase is Zero, just in the 
middle of the back electromotive forces of V phase and W 
phase. At this time, V phase is PWM phase, U phase is SP 
phase, and V phase is a phase (hereinafter referred to as F 
phase) driven into full amplitude. Accordingly, the duty of U 
phase, which is SP phase, is 65% of a complement D1 
(=100-D0/2) for 100% of just the half (D0/2) of the duty 
(D0 (=70%) of V phase, which is PWM phase. Since 
waveforms of Uphase change to full amplitude in a Section 
from 65% to 100%, the duty may be changed from 65% to 
100%. In this embodiment, since duty changes at this time 
could be linearly made with only Small errors, linear changes 
are alternatively employed to Simplify control. 
0067. If a waveform of Uphase reaches duty 100% at 120 
degrees, thereafter, Uphase is Switched to the F phase of full 
amplitude driving, W phase, which has been hitherto F 
phase, is Switched to SP phase, and the duty of the control 
signal is linearly changed from 100% to 65%. Phase switch 
ing is made again at an electrical angle of 150 degrees Such 
that V phase, which has been hitherto PWM phase, is 
Switched to SP phase, the duty of the control signal is 
linearly changed from 65% to 100%, W phase, which has 
been SP phase, is switched to F phase, and Uphase, which 
has been F phase, is switched to PWM phase; this is 
continued up to an electrical angel of 180 degrees. At an 
electrical angle of 180 degrees, F phase, which has been 
hitherto F phase, is switched to SP phase, the duty of the 
control signal is linearly changed from 100% to 65%, and V 
phase, which has been SP phase, is Switched to F phase. At 
this time, U phase is left to be PWM phase. 

0068 The above waveforms are true for the case where 
coil back electromotive force B-EMF and coil voltage Vcoil 
are not out of phase with each other. If coil back electro 
motive force B-EMF and coil voltage Vcoil are out of phase 
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with each other, the waveforms are formed as shown in FIG. 
8C. That is, with the same tilt as the tilt of duty change of 
each SP phase in FIG. 8B, a starting point is advanced by 
phase A0 to control the duty of each SP phase. By this 
arrangement, the phase of a coil voltage Vcoil of each phase 
leads the phase of back electromotive force B-EMF and coil 
current Icoil is driven in phase with back electromotive force 
B-EMF, So that the greatest torque can be produced. 
0069. In the case of FIG. 8B, phase Switching takes place 
at electrical angles of 30,90, 150,210, 270, and 330 degrees, 
and these points correspond to Zero-croSS points of back 
electromotive force B-EMF. For this reason, phase switch 
ing at these points may cause noise to occur in back 
electromotive force and disable correct detection of Zero 
cross points. Accordingly, as shown in FIG. 8D, it is 
desirable to control duties So as to delay phase Switching 
timing by Aoffset (e.g., an electrical angle 7.5 degrees). 
0070 Since a V-shaped waveform of FIG. 8D highly 
resembles a waveform of SP phase in a range from 100 to 
160 degrees in FIG. 4C, it is understood that a waveform 
Similar to a desired waveform (sine waveform as viewed 
from the center tap) can be produced by the above described 
duty control method. It can be easily determined that wave 
forms of SP phase in other portions, which are vertically 
Symmetrical, can be realized by reversing the positive/ 
negative relationship of the above described duty control. In 
the motor driving control circuit of the embodiment of FIG. 
7, the above described duty control is achieved by the 
arithmetic circuit 23 and a PWM control circuit within the 
output current control circuit 12 in coordination. 
0071 Next, the procedure of operations in the arithmetic 
circuit 23 for producing waveforms of the above SP phase 
is described using a flowchart of FIG. 9. The meanings of 
variables used in the procedure by the flowchart are shown 
in FIG. 10. As seen from FIG. 10, PWM control following 
the flowchart is not continuous but is performed in 16 Stages 
according to 16 PWM pulses in one conduction period 
(electrical angle of 60 degrees). The number of PWM pulses 
in one conduction period is arbitrary. 

0072 The PWM control circuit, which produces a pre 
determined number (e.g., 16) of PWM pulses in a conduc 
tion period of each phase and applies them to an output 
transistor, Successively adds on time (e.g., high level period) 
of the 16 PWM pulses in one conduction period to find total 
on time Ton-total, and calculates an average value PWMave 
by dividing the total time (Ton-total) by the number of 
pulses DIV at phase Switching (step S1). An output value of 
the AD conversion circuit 14 in one conduction period is 
successively added and the total of them is divided by the 
number of pulses DIV at phase Switching to find an average 
value Itotalave of a total output current (step S2). 
0073) Next, a coefficient CIADJ (=AO/Itotal) inputted 
from the CPU via a Serial port and the average output current 
Itotalave calculated in Step S2 are multiplied to obtain a 
phase lead amount A01 of an applied Voltage Vinput applied 
to a coil (step S3). A0 and Itotal, instead of the coefficient 
CIADJ, may be given from the CPU to obtain a coefficient 
by operations in the motor driving control circuit. 

0074. In the next step S4, a value A02 (=A01-A.offset) is 
calculated by Subtracting a delay amount AOffset of phase 
Switching timing from Zero-croSS point from the phase lead 
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amount A01 obtained in step S3. The average value 
PWMave of total on time of PWM pulses calculated in step 
S1 is divided by the number of pulses DIV to obtain an 
average duty change amount Andown (=PWMave/DIV) per 
PWM pulse. In the next step S6, the average duty change 
amount Andown obtained in step S5 is multiplied by A02 
obtained in step S4 to find an decrease amount ACNT from 
the average value PWMave of total on time of PWM pulses. 
0075) The average value PWMave of total on time of 
PWM pulses is halved to obtain a loopback point duty (D1 
of FIG. 8B) of the SP phase in the case where it is assumed 
that there is no phase lag, and the value is Subtracted by the 
decrease amount ACNT obtained in step S6 to calculate the 
duty SSN0 of a PWM pulse applied to a first SP phase after 
phase switching (step S7). Thereafter, the duty of PWM 
pulse a Second time or later, namely, on time SSNd is 
decided by Subtracting the change amount Andown obtained 
in step S5 from on time SSNd-1 of a previous PWM pulse 
(step S8). 
0076. In the next step S9, it is judged whether on time 
SSNd decided in step S8 is equal to or smaller than 0, and 
step S8 is repeated until SSNd is equal to or smaller than 0, 
whereby the duties of SP phase in a down period indicated 
by the symbol Tclown in FIG. 10 are successively outputted. 
If on time SSNd is equal to or smaller than 0, control is 
transferred to Step S10, where a predetermined change 
amount Andown1 is added to on time SSNu-1 of the 
previous PWM pulse to decide the duty of the next PWM 
pulse, namely, on time SSNu. 

0077. In the next step S11, it is decided whether the 
number N of produced pulses reaches the number DIV of 
pulses in one conduction period, and Step S10 is repeated 
until N and DIV match, whereby the duties of SP phase in 
an up period indicated by the symbol Tup in FIG. 10 are 
Successively outputted. A line indicated by a dashed line A 
is a duty change line of the SP phase in the case where it is 
assumed that there is no phase lag, and corresponds to the 
waveform in FIG. 8B. The duties SSNd and SSNu calcu 
lated in the steps S8 and S10 are all outputted as one's 
complement numbers (1-SSNd) or (1-SSNu). This is done to 
convert duties calculated at the left scale of FIG. 8 to the 
right Scale. 

0078 FIG. 11A shows PWM pulses in the down period 
Tdown of the SP phase of FIG. 10 produced based on the 
duty SSNd calculated in step S8 of FIG. 9, and FIG. 11B 
shows PWM pulses in the up period Tup of the SP phase of 
FIG 10. 

007.9 The PWM pulses of FIG. 11A are applied to the 
gate terminal of an output transistor (N-MOS) of the Vcc 
side driving the coil (LV) forming SP phase in a period from 
37.5 to 55 degrees of FIG. 4C. If the transistor is P-MOS, 
inversion signals of the PWM pulses of FIG. 11A are 
applied to the gate terminal. The PWM pulses of FIG. 11A 
are applied to the gate terminal of an output transistor 
(N-MOS) of the GND side driving the coil (Lu) forming SP 
phase in a period from 97.5 to 115 degrees of FIG. 4C. 
0080. The PWM pulses of FIG. 11B are applied to the 
gate terminal of an output transistor (N-MOS) of the Vcc 
side driving the coil (Lu) forming SP phase in a period from 
55 to 97.5 degrees of FIG. 4C. If the transistor is P-MOS, 
inversion signals of the PWM pulses of FIG. 11B are 
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applied to the gate terminal. The PWM pulses of FIG. 11B 
are applied to the gate terminal of an output transistor 
(N-MOS) of the GND side driving the coil (Lw) forming SP 
phase in a period from 115 to 157.5 degrees of FIG. 4C. By 
the above described method, waveforms of SP phase that are 
Vertically Symmetrical can be formed according to an iden 
tical procedure, using identical values. 
0.081 FIG. 12 shows a configuration of major parts of a 
motor driving control circuit in a Second embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0082. As described previously, the motor driving control 
circuit of the first embodiment is provided with the current 
detection resistor RNE for detecting a total current flowing 
through the three coils Lu, LV, and Lw and the differential 
amplifier 13, wherein a difference between a detected coil 
current value and a current indication value Supplied from 
the controller (CPU) outside the drawing is detected, and a 
PWM signal is produced to drive the output transistor so as 
to make the difference Zero So that output current fed 
through the coils is subjected to feedback control. On the 
other hand, in the motor driving control circuit of the present 
embodiment, Since coils of three phases of the motor are 
driven with three sine waveforms that are 120 degrees out of 
phase with one another, a total current Itotal flowing through 
the motor fluctuates and forms a rippled waveform indicated 
by a solid line B in FIG. 13. 
0083) If the total current is detected by the current 
detection resistor RNF and the differential amplifier 13 and 
compared with a current indication value SPNCRNT (con 
stant within a short time) given from the CPU, judging that 
an error occurs, the feedback control System of the output 
current control circuit 12 reacts to the ripple and changes 
output current. Since there is a delay in the current control 
System, torque ripple becomes worse. 
0084. Accordingly, in the embodiment of FIG. 12, an 
error current detecting circuit 24 is provided with a correc 
tion arithmetic circuit 26 that corrects a current indication 
value by multiplying a current indication value SPNCRNT 
given from the CPU by a coefficient, and a selector 27. The 
coefficient multiplied by the current indication value SPN 
CRNT is a value Such as, e.g., 1.1, according to average 
regulation of output current. The Selector 27 Selects between 
a value with a current indication value SPNCRNT multi 
plied by a coefficient and a value with the current indication 
value SPNCRNT not multiplied by a coefficient and supplies 
the value to an add circuit 28 that finds a difference between 
the value and an output of the AD conversion circuit. 
0085 Switching timing of the selector 27 can be auto 
matically obtained from phase Switching timing of the 
output current control circuit 12. Specifically, taking delay in 
the control System into account, the Selector 27 may be 
Subjected to Switching control So that the Selector 27 Selects 
a value with a current indication value SPNCRNT multi 
plied by a coefficient as in FIG. 13A in accordance with the 
timing when the AD conversion circuit 14 outputs current 
values corresponding to ridged portions of the total current 
Itotal indicated in FIG. 13B, and selects a value with the 
current indication value SPNCRNT not multiplied by a 
coefficient in accordance with the timing when the AD 
conversion circuit 14 outputs current values corresponding 
to valley portions of the total current Itotal. The coefficient 
multiplied by the current indication value SPNCRNT may 
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be a value Smaller than 1 Such as e.g., 0.9, to Switch the 
Selector in the reverse timing of the above. 
0086 AS in this embodiment, by changing the current 
indication value SPNCRNT according to the fluctuation of 
coil total current Itotal, reaction of the control System to 
ripples of coil current can be weakened, with the result that 
torque ripples resulting from driving the motor with a Sine 
waveform can be reduced. Although, in this embodiment, a 
current indication value SPNCRNT is changed at two levels, 
plural correction arithmetic circuits 26 that corrects a current 
indication value by multiplying a current indication value 
SPNCRNT by a coefficient may be provided and appropri 
ately Selected by the Selector 27 according to the fluctuation 
of total current Itotal So that the current indication value 
SPNCRNT is changed at three levels or more. 
0087 FIG. 14 is a block diagram showing a configura 
tion of a hard disk drive as one example of a magnetic disk 
System including a Spindle motor control System employing 
a motor driving control circuit to which the present inven 
tion is applied, and a magnetic head driving control System. 

0088. In FIG. 14, 210 designates a spindle motor driving 
control circuit, which is configured as shown in FIG. 7, 
drives and controls the spindle motor 310, and rotates 
magnetic disk at a predetermined Speed. The Spindle motor 
driving control circuit 210 operates according to control 
signals such as a current indication value SPNCRNT Sup 
plied from a controller 260 comprising a microcomputer and 
performs servo control for the spindle motor 310 So as to 
keep relative Speed of a magnetic head constant. 
0089 Reference numeral 320 designates an arm having a 
magnetic head (including a write magnetic head and a read 
magnetic head) HD and 330 designates a carriage rotatably 
holding the arm 320. The voice coil motor 340 moves the 
carriage 330 to move the magnetic head, and a VCM driving 
circuit 100 performs servo control for the voice coil motor 
340 to align the center of the magnetic head with the center 
of track. 

0090 Reference numeral 220 designates a read/write IC 
that amplifies current corresponding to a magnetic change to 
Send a read signal to a signal processing circuit (data channel 
processor) 230 or amplifies a write pulse signal from the 
Signal processing circuit 230 to output drive current of the 
magnetic head HD. Reference numeral 240 designates a 
hard disk controller that gets read date Sent from the Signal 
processing circuit 230 to perform error correcting process 
ing, and performs error-correcting encoding processing for 
write data from a host to output the result to the Signal 
processing circuit 230. The above described signal process 
ing circuit 230 performs modulation/demodulation proceSS 
ing Suitable for digital magnetic recording and Signal pro 
cessing including waveform Shaping with magnetic 
recording characteristics in mind, and reads position infor 
mation from a read signal of the magnetic head HD. 

0091 Reference numeral 250 designates an interface 
controller that performs data eXchange and control between 
this System and external apparatuses, and the hard disk 
controller 240 is connected to a host computer Such as a 
microcomputer of a personal computer body via the inter 
face controller 250. Reference numeral 270 designates a 
cache memory for temporarily Storing read data read at high 
Speed from magnetic disk. A System controller 260 com 
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prising a microcomputer judges an operation mode from a 
signal supplied from the hard disk controller 240, controls 
various parts of the System according to the operation mode, 
and calculates a Sector position and the like from address 
information supplied from the hard disk controller 240. 
0092. As described above, the present invention made by 
the inventor has been described in detail based on preferred 
embodiments. It goes without Saying that the present inven 
tion is not limited to the above described preferred embodi 
ments, but may be modified in various ways without depart 
ing from the Spirit and the Scope of the present invention. For 
example, in the motor driving circuit of the above described 
embodiments, although the SensorleSS method is employed 
to detect a rotor Stop position and decide a conduction Start 
phase by detecting back electromotive force, a rotor Stop 
position may be detected using a hole Sensor or the like. The 
motor may be not a three-phase motor but multiple-phase 
motor. 

0093. Although, in the embodiments, waveforms of SP 
phase are produced by operations in an arithmetic circuit, a 
memory to Store data corresponding to waveforms may be 
provided So that waveforms are produced by Successively 
reading the data from the memory. Moreover, although, in 
the embodiments, a MOS transistor is used as an output 
transistor, a bipolar transistor can be used as an output 
transistor. Moreover, although, in the embodiments, the 
full-wave driving method is described, the present invention 
can apply to the half-wave driving method also. 
0094. Although the present invention has been described 
as to application to a motor driver apparatus of a hard disk 
Storage apparatus, which is an application field of the present 
invention, the present invention is not limited to Such a field 
and can be widely used in a motor driving control apparatus 
driving brushleSS motorS Such as, e.g., a motor for rotating 
a polygon mirror of a laser beam printer and an axial fan 
motor. 

0.095 Effects obtained by typical ones of inventions 
disclosed by the present patent application are briefly 
described below. 

0096. According to the present invention, currents of sine 
waveforms can be fed through coils by a relatively small 
sized circuit. With this construction, highly dense magnetic 
Storage can be realized with less rotation variations and a 
magnetic disk unit provided with a spindle motor rotating at 
a low noise level can be achieved. 

1-9. (cancelled) 
10. A magnetic disk Storage apparatus comprising: 
a motor for rotating a magnetic disk, 
a magnetic head disposed for reading information from 

recording tracks on the magnetic disk; and 
a motor driving control circuit that controls drive currents 

of the motor, 
wherein the motor is a multi-phase brushleSS motor, and 

wherein the motor driving control circuit of the motor 
performs driving by feedback control so that for a coil 
of one phase a first drive is implemented with an 
amplitude at which an applied Voltage becomes equal 
to a Source Voltage, for a coil of a Second phase a 
Second drive is implemented with gradually and lin 
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early changing Voltage So that a current of Sine wave 
form is delivered, and for a coil of a third phase a third 
drive is implemented So that a total current flowing 
through all coils becomes a predetermined current 
value by a PWM drive. 

11. The magnetic disk Storage apparatus according to 
claim 10, wherein the motor driving control circuit includes 
an arithmetic circuit that produces, by predetermined opera 
tions, a signal driven with gradually and linearly changing 
Voltages So that a current of Sine waveform is delivered. 

12. The magnetic disk Storage apparatus according to 
claim 11, wherein the motor driving control circuit produces, 
as a PWM signal, a signal driven with gradually and linearly 
changing Voltage So that a current of Sine waveform is 
delivered. 

13. The magnetic disk Storage apparatus according to 
claim 11, wherein the motor driving control circuit produces, 
as a PWM signal, a signal driven with the feedback control. 

14. The magnetic disk Storage apparatus according to 
claim 10, wherein coil currents fed through coils of indi 
vidual phases by the motor driving control circuit are formed 
to have phases that are of predetermined electrical angle, 
corresponding to coil inductance and internal resistance, 
ahead of phases of back electromotive forces induced in the 
coils. 

15. The magnetic disk Storage apparatus according to 
claim 14, wherein the motor driving control circuit drives 
coils of individual phases So that phase Switching timing is 
off Zero-crossing points of the back electromotive forces. 

16. The magnetic disk Storage apparatus according to 
claim 10, wherein the motor driving control circuit produces 
Signals driven with gradually and linearly changing Voltages 
by identical operation even if phases driven by the Signals 
are different from each other So that currents of Sine wave 
forms are delivered. 

17. The magnetic disk Storage apparatus according to 
claim 10, including a controller that controls the motor 
driving control circuit, Said controller being constructed to 
perform control so that the total of currents fed through the 
coils of the phases matches a current indication value 
Supplied from the controller, and including a current indi 
cation value correcting circuit that corrects the current 
indication value, taking into account fluctuations of the total 
current produced by the currents fed through the coils of the 
phases being changed according to Sine waveforms. 

18. The magnetic disk Storage apparatus according to 
claim 10, wherein the motor is a three-phase brushleSS 
motor. 

19. The magnetic disk Storage apparatus according to 
claim 10, 

wherein in a first stage, the first drive is implemented for 
the coil of the one phase, the Second drive is imple 
mented for the coil of the Second phase, and the third 
drive is implemented for the coil of the third phase, 

wherein in a Stage 60 degrees ahead of the first stage, the 
third drive is implemented for the coil of the one phase, 
the first drive is implemented for the coil of the second 
phase, and the Second drive is implemented for the coil 
of the third phase, and 

wherein in a Stage 120 degrees ahead of the first Stage, the 
second drive is implemented for the coil of the one 
phase, the third drive is implemented for the coil of the 
Second phase, and the first drive is implemented for the 
coil of the third phase. 
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